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A GROWING FAMIUT and a U-mpthome,with a new look inside and ou
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Continued from previous page
If possible, David wants to stay in

the House a while because "the
longer you're in office the more effectiveyou car. be." But if it were to interferetoo much with his family's
welfare, he'd give it up.
Formerly a high school art
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Sharing Thei
teacher. Penny works part-time at
Shailotte Preschool, dividing other
hours between her busy family,
church work and the Shailotte Junior
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given up things to concentrate on

priorities: their family and the state
legislature.
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"I'm contented." she says without

hesitation. And if she ever feels a
need for change, perhaps returning
to graduate school, site's confident of

lJavid s supporuveness
You would be. wouldn't you?" she

asked, equally confident of how the
man beside her would answer.
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Supplement to Tho Brunswick Beacon. April-May. 1985.Pago II
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A STAIRCASE leading upstairs offern Erin and Mandy a convenient
banister for sliding and a focal point for Penny's art collection, which Includesseveral pieces of her own work.
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LOCATED ON HWY. 130 NEAR HOLDIN BEACH
(Nsxt to Jam's Seafood Rortawaitt)

(919) 842-3469
CARSON AND JUDITH DURHAM

Jewelry*Tom Clark Gnomes
eeting Cards Stuffed Animals
Lamps and Accessories
Tom Taber's Decoys


